


About Parsyl
Parsyl provides a quality assurance and 

risk management solution for 
vaccine supply chains  



Parsyl Platform
Quality monitoring for sensitive health commodities in transit 
and storage



Senses temperature, humidity, light 
and impact

Multiyear battery life

Records GPS location

PQS Prequalified by WHO

Trek Pro
long lasting multi-sensor

Easy to use        Rugged, durable design       Fast wireless offload       Unmatched accuracy 

Modern sensing devices

Trek Tab 
ultra thin & low cost

Senses and logs temperature data 

Up to 100 days

Fast wireless offload

Configurable warnings and alarms

PQS Prequalified by WHO



Sensitive Goods

Mobile App

Parsyl monitors environmental 
conditions of goods during 
shipment and storage.

Data is automatically offloaded 
via the Parsyl mobile app or 

gateway.

Web App
Reports, insights and 
interactive tools available 
via web platform. 

Gateway

Data offload is seamless and easy



Immediate insights in the palm of 
your hand

Easy to use
Create shipments and add information about the origin, destination, 
type of good and value.

Actionable insights
Receive summaries and critical alerts about the conditions of 
your goods.



Monitoring vaccines in storage



Monitoring vaccines in storage

Slide switch to the right to 
start monitoring.

Place Trek inside of the 
vaccine refrigerator/freezer 
(button facing up) and place 

QR code sticker on outside of 
refrigerator/freezer.

Tap on asset in mobile app or 
scan Trek QR code sticker for 

easy data transfer.

*Gateway will automatically transfer data 
from nearby Treks.

Step 1 Step 2 Step 3



Checking the status of your vaccines in storage

Log in to the Parsyl 
mobile app.

Step 1
Tap on asset to transfer data.

Step 2
Analyze temperature and 
add comments or actions 

taken.

Step 3
Consult summaries and critical alerts 
about the conditions of your goods.

Step 4



Uncover trends and patterns that will improve future performance

Receive SMS and/or 
email notifications 

about asset 
temperature 
excursions. 



Monitoring vaccines in transit



Monitoring vaccines in transit

Place Trek on top of vaccines 
in vaccine carrier.

Send vaccine carriers out for 
vaccine administration.

Scan Trek QR code or QR code 
sticker for easy data transfer.

Step 1 Step 2 Step 3



Powerful monitoring, smaller than a domino

Trek Tab

Duplicate QR code label can be placed on outside of container or 
refrigerator for easy scanning via mobile phone.



Clear, actionable insights for Covid-19 vaccine monitoring

Just download the app and scan the QR code.



Clear, actionable insights for Covid-19 vaccine monitoring



Checking the status of your vaccines after a shipment 

Open the Parsyl 
mobile app and click 

“Transfer Data”.

Step 1
Scan the Trek QR Code.

Step 2
Tap on “Transfer data”.

Step 3
Verify if there were any temperature 

excursions.

Step 4



Interact with your shipment data to gain performance insights

Share shipment 
reports with 

colleagues even if 
they don’t have a 

Parsyl account.  
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